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Simplified evaluation sheets

Options valid during 2005-2016 (from 2017 only metered savings are used):

▪ Fluorescent lamps

▪ DHW and building heating boilers

▪ Centralised heating and cooling boilers*

▪ DHW, air-to-air and centralised cooling heat pumps systems

▪ Biomass boilers < 35kW

▪ Double glazing windows

▪ Building fabric isolation (winter and summer)

▪ Solar thermal

▪ Others: BACS, anti-standby, air-conditioning <12kW, CHP*, photovoltaic

* Evaluation with algorithm and measurement of energy consumption.
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Energy saving evaluation
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Basic facts

Energy savings evaluation sheets were prepared by ENEA and RSE* and then approved by ARERA, that 
managed the scheme from 2004 to 2013.

Savings for each solution were evaluated based on the installed units (number, kW, m2, etc.) and of 
information affecting the energy consumption (e.g. climatic or geographic zone, characteristics of the 
installed technology, etc.).

For certain solutions, the measurement of energy consumption ex-post was required (e.g. fuel 
consumption, electricity consumption, and thermal energy supplied for centralised boilers).

Evaluation sheets have been updated regularly to take into account the diffusion and evolution of the 
involved solutions in order to adjust the reference baseline, the additionality, and the energy savings.

The minimum size of projects was 20 toe for deemed savings sheets and 40 toe for sheets with 
algorithm. So single energy efficiency measures implemented among different end-users were merged 
in single projects.

* ENEA: energy efficiency agency, RSE: company of the GSE group involved in research on the electric system, ARERA: energy market regulatory authority.
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Evaluation sheet structure
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COP, climate, S/V, etc.

Type of savings

Regulations, minimum 
requirements, documents to 
be kept for controls



2023 data on issued certificates

Even if it has been not possible to use simplified evaluation sheets since 2017, in 2023 white certificates 
have still been issued for projects presented in that year and still completing their project lifetime.
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Control and verification
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Documents for controls

Evaluation sheets provided a list of minimum requirements to be met (e.g. minimum efficiency class, 

minimum building energy efficiency requirements, etc.) and the list of documents to be kept for 

controls.

Among the requested documents: information on the involved end-users, invoices, technology 

certifications, expert report on energy requirements, compliance certificates, etc. For sheets based on 

algorithms also documents reporting the measured data were required. 

To contrast frauds (possibly large given the possibility to merge projects implemented among different 

end-users), from 2015 additional documents were requested in detailed controls, such as EPC of 

apartments, energy bills, electric and thermal schemes, etc.

Lessons learnt: more than requesting tons of documents (that can be falsified) it is important to check 

the proponent company (usually an ESCO, sometimes an evil purpose company) on date of creation, 

number of employee, balance sheets, etc.
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